Thank you for your order!

Instructions
SmoothGRIP

1. AREA
a. Choose a smooth surface area for your decals.
b. Any hard surfaces including terrazzo, finished
concrete, wood or vinyl tiles are fine.
c. Do not install over grout lines or cracks.
d. If your area has floor wax applied, make sure it is in
good condition (no peeling/flaking).
2. CUT
a. Use sharp scissors for cutting out the decals.
3. CLEAN
a. Thoroughly clean the floor area chosen.
b. Please ensure that no chemical residue is left on the
floor from the cleaning.
c. To ensure the floor is dry, please wait 24 hours before
beginning the installation.
4. PLACE
a. Craft the entire layout by placing the (unpeeled) decals
on the ground to visualize the path before installing.
5. PEEL
a. Small sticker: 1 Person
i. Peel the backing off the decal and lay it on the
surface, press down from the middle of the
sticker, outwards. Ensure the
entire sticker including the edges
have adhered to the surface.
b. Large sticker: 2 Person
i. Peel the backing off about 2 inches
from one side of the decal.
ii. While keeping that side pulled taut,
apply it on the surface.

iii.
iv.

You can always peel away a try again to get it straight.
Once a straight edge has been applied, one person slowly pulls the
loose backing further off exposing more of the sticker underside.
v. The other person uses a squeegee or credit card to push down on
the newly exposed sticker from the middle outwards.
vi.
Work slowly and avoid wrinkles by keeping the decal pulled tautly.
c. Ensure the entire sticker including the edges have adhered to the surface.
6. SMOOTH
a. Use a cloth, a squeegee, or any soft material to
smooth out any wrinkles and push out air bubbles.
You can use a pin or a sharp knife to pop stubborn
air bubbles.
7. LONGEVITY
a. After installation, please allow a minimum of 24
hours before applying wax over the adhesive
decals
b. We recommend applying a minimum of 6-7 layers
of wax over the area once installed for an
affordable and permanent application. The
more layers of wax, the better protected your
path will be.
c. Conventional waxes are usually compatible
with vinyl decals - as long as they are safe for
linoleum or vinyl tiles. If you are unsure,
please test compatibility on a small decal
before applying over the entire path.
d. Some floor coatings/sealers are not designed
for vinyl floors and cannot be used on vinyl
decals. Please contact the manufacturer of
your floor products for compatibility.
e. Once applied, the wax will protect your decals
from peeling and scuffing for many years.
f. Machine cleaners can be used and the top 1-2
layers of wax can be stripped/reapplied anytime.
g. If you don’t apply wax over the decals,
machine cleaners or floor scrubbers of any
kind cannot be used as they will remove the
decals from the floor.
h. Regular manual cleaning and mopping is no
problem.
If you have any questions please contact us!
Email: jean@jump2math.ca
Toronto: 416-206-2396
New York: 347-704-0580

